Email Gov. Cuomo – Sign the
Lyme Bill
The Lyme Disease Association, Inc., LDA, is pleased to
announce that New York State Lyme bill S7854 / A7558b
unanimously passed both houses in June and NEEDS Governor
Andrew Cuomo’s signature to become law.

This bill is crucial to the welfare of ALL Lyme patients, since some of the most
well known Lyme literate medical doctors are in NYS. They have been continually
under investigation by the state medical disciplinary board which could lead to
revocation of their licenses. As you know, there are 2 “standards of care” and
multiple published guidelines. This bill protects all NY patients’ rights to choose
scientifically based, cutting-edge treatments by protecting doctors from unfounded
harassment. Bill S7854 “prohibits the investigation of any claim of medical
professional misconduct based solely on treatment that is not universally accepted
by the medical profession.

NY Voices of Lyme Effort:

10 Days – 10,000 Emails

Governor Cuomo is being lobbied by vested interests pressing him to veto the bill.
The Governor has until the end of the year to sign the Lyme Bill. We need to flood
his office with emails from his New York constituents demanding a change!

Go to www.Cuomo123.com

Add in Comment Box:

Sign Lyme bill with no amendments along with 1 personal comment

(see flyer for suggestions)

One email per person /

Non NYS Residents please distribute to NY’ers

Helpful Materials:
Flyer
Sample email to send to friends & family
FAQ & Other Campaign Materials
Follow campaign on Facebook
Voter Voice email to Gov. Cuomo
Follow Us on Facebook & Twitter

LDA Writes to Governor Cuomo

…Doctors’ ability to treat should not be subject to the changing
political climate which readily allows a policy memo to be
followed or not, since policy does not have the full force of
law behind it. The time is here to end the uncertainty for
doctors and patients. Lyme is not going away. More people now
need doctors to diagnose and treat them. Although estimates
vary, literature shows 10-20% and more of patients fail an early
course of treatment. Yet NYS has again initiated investigations of the group of
doctors who treat chronic Lyme disease, leaving thousands of families struggling to
get help, many out of work or out of school. Signing this bill will be the first
step to helping patients prevent chronic Lyme and helping those with it to be
productive members of society. ..
Click here for full letter

NYS Legislators Call on Cuomo to Sign Bill
NYS Assemblymember Didi Barrett and US Senator Charles Schumer call on Governor
Cuomo to Sign Lyme bill. Barrett’s bill garnered unanimous support in both the
Assembly and Senate. “The outpouring of support for this bill speaks to the urgency
of the situation,” stated Didi Barrett. “We are counting on Governor Cuomo to do the
right thing and hear the voices of the people.”
Click here for press release
Clcik here for YouTube Video

Also of Interest:

2014-06 Combatting Lyme Disease, NYS Senate Press Release
2014-06 Senate Majority Coalition Task Force On Lyme & Tick-Borne Diseases, NYS
Senate

